When a patient in an emergency room refuses medically recommended
treatment, health care providers will need to assess the patient’s decisional
capacity. This process is especially complicated when a) the treatment
needs are time-sensitive -- as is generally the case in emergency room
contexts, and b) the patient presents with symptoms of a potential mental
illness. When a history of mental illness has been documented, physicians
will have some guidance on how to proceed, based on the details of the
disorder and the results of prior capacity evaluations. But what if there is
no documentation of a confirmed diagnosis, but ER clinicians nonetheless
suspect a mental illness? How can they respectfully respond to the
treatment refusal?

 Patient: 59-year-old homeless woman with unknown medical history
 Diagnosis: Fractured mandible from alleged assault

 Treatment Recommendation: Surgery to fix mandible and prevent
infection
 Patient Response: “refuses surgery which she feels would be disfiguring”;
declines analgesics; wants second opinion from parishioner at church
 Capacity Evaluation: “Patient is oriented to self, ‘hospital,’ and
‘December 2011’ […] pt clearly able to state understanding of risks”
The parishioner and pastor, when contacted by the patient advocate, say
that the patient has untreated bipolar disorder, and her increasingly erratic
behavior led to her dismissal from the church. Parishioner claims that the
patient has been stalking him out of infatuation. He agrees to talk to the
patient, and he convinces her to consent to the surgery. Surgery is
successful, but patient leaves against medical advice during post-operative
care. Clinicians do not confirm purported mental illness.

Clinicians can use the objective list as a tool to better understand and
engage with a patient who refuses medically recommended treatment.
 How do the patient’s preferences fit into his / her conception of the
good?
 Does the patient want to trade-off some elements of well-being for
others? If so, will he / she still be capable of basic functioning along all
of the fundamental dimensions?
As Louis Charland argues, capacity determinations involve both normative
and objective assessments. It is both ethically undesirable and empirically
inadequate to reduce capacity to mere cognitive mechanisms; decisions
should be judged against a background of values and beliefs that a
particular patient has. The sliding scale model has major philosophical and
practical benefits. First: The model balances patient well-being and selfdetermination. Second: The sliding scale admits decision-specific and
choice-specific factors (see below table).

 Diagnosis: End-stage kidney disease from diabetes
 Treatment Recommendation: Dialysis
 Patient Response: Refuses dialysis because he believes doctors are trying
to hurt him; claims demons are chasing him

 Capacity Evaluation: None performed due to being heavily medicated
Patient has history of non-compliance with medications and competent
refusals of dialysis. Patient is suspected of having schizoaffective or bipolar
disorder, but diagnosis is not confirmed. Medications given in ER make the
patient slip in and out of consciousness, so patient’s mother is called to
authorize dialysis.

The diagnosis or suspicion of mental illness does not warrant blanket
judgments about capacity. Mental disorders, their symptoms, and
particularities of the individual all vary, so capacity determinations need to
be made case-by-case. Studies show that even patients with schizophrenia
are less compromised when educational efforts are made. But how might
mental illness affect the components of decisional capacity?

 Communication: unintelligible or unstable expressed choices?

Grounds for believing
patient’s choice best
promotes / protects
own well-being

Consents to lumbar
Net balance substantially
puncture for
better than for possible
presumed
alternatives
meningitis

Low / minimal

Principally the benefit /
risk assessment made
by others

 Sufficiently understands relevant information about medical options

 Seems to appreciate the risks and benefits of the treatment options

Moderate

Roughly same benefit /
risk assessment made
by others; best fits
patient’s conception of
own good

Chooses
lumpectomy for
breast cancer

Net balance roughly
comparable to that of
other alternatives

Refuses surgery for Net balance substantially
simple
worse than for another
appendectomy
alternative(s)

High / maximal

Principally from
patient’s decision that
the chosen alternative
best fits own
conception of own
good

On the above model, capacity thresholds privilege the patient’s own values
and aims, rather than imposing objective conceptions of the good life; the
model thus assumes a preference theory of well-being. Theoretically,
preference theories should set up numerous barriers to paternalism.
However, clinicians will likely struggle to implement a sliding scale
structured around the preference theory, since their professional aims do
not easily cohere with this view of well-being. The medical profession
presumes notions of health and well-being that come into conflict with
patients’ notions of the same. As a result, in practice, the barriers to
paternalism will frequently not stand against professional scrutiny. In the
case of a potentially mentally ill patient refusing medically recommended
treatment, clinicians could doubt that the patient’s preferences are actually
enduring or authentic—no matter how long the patient has been
expressing his or her values while in the ER. Thus, the high / maximal
threshold for capacity will often not be reached when mental illness is
suspected.
Therefore, the sliding scale model should instead be structured around a
theory of well-being that generally coheres with clinicians’ professional
aims. Objective list theories place constraints on what
constitutes well-being (see list on right). Each
1. Health
dimension has independent moral worth, and basic
2. Physical security
functioning along each dimension is necessary for
3. Reasoning
well-being. All of these dimensions can be specified
4. Respect
in a reasonably flexible manner so as to
5. Attachment
accommodate a plurality of modes of being and
preferences (including non-conventional ones). If
6. Self-determination
carefully specified in this way, there will still be
barriers to unjust paternalistic impositions of the From Madison Powers & Ruth Faden
good life on patients.

 Understanding: delusional beliefs?
 Reasoning: inability to form justification?
 Appreciation: inability to grasp consequences?
 Ability to apply values: distorted or unstable?

Clinicians are therefore responsible for critically reflecting on their own
preconceived notions of a “good” decision and for enabling the patient to
critically reflect as well. Through this process, the clinician and patient can
come to a fuller understanding of the patient’s treatment needs,
preferences, and potential for well-being given the available options.

Other’s risk / benefit
Level of decisionPatient’s treatment assessment of that choice
making competence
choice
in comparison with
required
other alternatives

From Allen Buchanan & Dan Brock

 Patient: 23-year-old man with known medical history

 Can he / she succeed in achieving well-being, based on a) the above
considerations and b) a flexibly specified objective list?

Handouts contain all references and supplemental
information. Please take one!

 Communicated clear, stable, intelligible decision
 Reasoning used not documented (unknown)
 Capable of applying her values to the situation at hand
The threshold for this decision is not maximal, since the threat of infection
is not imminent. The patient appears to have capacity. However, further
dialogue could help clarify the precise nature of patient’s disfigurement
concern and how this value features into patient’s overall conception of
well-being. As a result of this discussion, the patient could reflect critically
on what sacrifices to her (objective) well-being she is willing to make for
the sake of this particular preference.

 Has communicated a stable preference over multiple hospital visits, but
is currently incapable of prolonged conversation
 Sufficiently understands his condition and the need for dialysis
 Reasoning for refusal based on mistaken belief that ER physicians want
to harm him
 Has previously appreciated the risks and benefits of dialysis
 Values are undocumented and unknown; religious concerns appear to
be newly acquired
Because the patient continually slips in and out of consciousness from
medications, his capacity is unknown. Especially given the patient’s
previous history of competent refusals of dialysis, along with the patient’s
general unease while in the hospital, a patient advocate and clinicians
should work together to clarify the patient’s enduring aims and values.

 Documentation should be clear and consistent in the delineation of
confirmed and suspected mental illness; who the suspecting party is
should also be noted (e.g., phone contact as opposed to clinician).
 Creative interviewing techniques and patient advocacy should be
employed to prompt a full and uncoerced response from the patient and
to discern the patient’s minimally stable values and preferences.
 The sliding scale should be structured around an objective list
conception of well-being. The dimensions of well-being on the list
should be flexibly specified.
 When needed, capacity evaluations should be prioritized in the
emergency room; medications that have the potential to affect
consciousness should be withheld until after the evaluation is completed
whenever possible.

